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Abstract 
We show that the homotopy limit of a diagram of nerves of categories is again a nerve of 
a category. We use this to prove a confinality theorem for homotopy limits of nerves of 
categories. 
1. Introduction 
Let Y denote the category of simplicial sets, %‘._&‘Y the category of small categories, 
and N : %‘dT + Y the nerve functor. Thomason [6] constructs for any diagram of 
(small) categories A : I + %‘dF-, a category ISA whose nerve has the homotopy type 
of the homotopy colimit of NA (here NA is the diagram of simplicial sets given by the 
composition IP.+%s#YZ+Y ). We show that the corresponding result for 
homotopy limits is simpler, in the sense that the homotopy limit of NA is (naturally 
isomorphic to the nerve of) a category. As an application, we prove a weaker form of 
the cofinality theorem of Bousfield and Kan [l, Theorem X1.9.21, but without the 
hypothesis that the simplicial sets involved are fibrant. 
We establish some notational conventions: If C and C’ are objects of a category $7, 
we denote the set of maps in %? from C to C’ by %?(C, C’). If A and B are categories (and 
A is small) then BA denotes the category of functors from A to B (and natural maps 
between them). A functor F: A + B gives a functor F# : AC + BC taking the map 
4 : g + h to the map Fq5 : Fg + Fh, and a functor F’ : CB + CA taking the map 
~:g-thtothemap~,:gF~hF.Wewrite[n]fortheorderedset{O<lI . . . IH} 
viewed as an object of %‘&Y-, and we write A for the full subcategory of %?_&‘F with 
objects all [n]. Thus simplicial sets are functors from Aop to sets, and V&Y-( [n], V) is 
the set of n-simplices of the nerve of a small category %7. For any mapf:[m] 4 [n] in A, 
the induced map N,,V + N,%? isf’ : %dF[(n], $7) -+ %‘dF( [ml, %Y). We remark that 
if we write N’ for the nerve functor used in [1,6], then N’%? = N%?. 
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2. Homotopy limits of categories 
Let I be a small category. Recall from [1,X1.3.1] the functor Horn: 
(Y’)“P x 9” -+ 9, where Hom,(X, Y) = Y’(X x d”, Y ). Let A and B be a functors 
from I to %‘.JzZ~. Then 
Hom,(NA, NB) = Y’(NA x A”, NB) = Y”(NA x N[n], NB) 
z Y’(N(A x [n]), NB) z VdF’(A x [n], B). 
Recall from [S] that a simplicial set is (isomorphic to) a nerve, if and only if it takes 
Cartesian squares in Aop to Cartesian squares in 965, and notice that the simplicial 
set [n] H%?&~‘(A x [n],B) has that property. Say %?&F-‘(A x [n],B) z N,,%?. We 
denote this %7 by Hom(A, B). More precisely, define the category Hom(A, B) by 
ob Hom(A, B) = %?&y’(A, B), 
mor Hom(A, B) = %?&$‘(A x [l], B). 
with the obvious structure maps. Thus, Hom(NA,NB) is naturally isomorphic to 
N Hom(A, B). 
If A is a functor from a small category I to %7&r-, we define Holim A, the homotopy 
limit of A, as Hom(l/, A). Then N HolimA is naturally isomorphic to holim NA 
(where for X : I + 9, holim X is defined in [l] as the simplicial set Hom(NZ/, X)). 
A map C$ : A + B in %‘&y-’ induces a functor Holim C$ from Holim A to Holim B. In 
fact, Holim is a functor from %?&‘F-’ to %7&y-. 
Let L: J -+ I be a functor. There is an obvious map in 97&r-’ 
L. : J/ -+ I/L. (1) 
If S : I -+ K in V&F-, it is clear that 
W), = S*r,L*. (2) 
Given a diagram J&Z& %‘dF, we define a fun&or L* : Holim A 4 Holim (AL) as 
follows: On objects it is the composition 
V-r4yr(I/, A)~%zWJ(I/L, AL)‘L”ll,%zW’(J/, AL), 
where L, is as in (1). Thus for c( : I/ -+ A, L*cc = J/@hI/L&AL. The definition 
of L* on morphisms is similar. It follows from (2) that 
(sL)* = L*s*. (3) 
We now describe the functional behaviour of Holim in a more organized manner. For 
any category ?Z (not necessarily small) we define a category Dir(%) (which is never 
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small): The objects are all functors Z&V with I small. The maps from JAV to 
IL%%? are pairs (J&Z, B&AL). The composition law is 
We also need the category Inv(%‘) which we now define: It has the same objects as 
Dir(V). The maps from IL%@ to JA%? are pairs (J&Z, AL&B). The comp- 
osition law is 
(KSJ,BS~C)o(J~Z,AL~B) = (KZZ, ALS=hC). 
Thus Inv(%?) is isomorphic to Dir(%‘“P)“P. We show that Holim is a functor from 
Inv(V&Y) to V&Y: Given a map in Inv(%?xZF), say 
we defined (L, 4), : Holim A + Holim B as the composition (Holim 4)o L*. Note that 
if (K&J, Z?SV%C): (J-%$7&T) -+(K&%dY) is another map in Inv 
(%7&F), then 
((S, $)o(L, d)), = (LS, MS)* = HolimWs) o (W* 
= Holim $0 Holim Cps 0 S* 0 L*, 
and 
(S, $), 0 (L, 4), = Holim $0 S* 0 Holim $J 0 L* 
and these two are equal, since Holim C& S* = S* 0 Holim 4. Thus, Holim is indeed 
a functor from Inv(%?&F) to V&F-. 
3. A cofinality theorem 
We now show that NL* is a homotopy equivalence if L has a right adjoint. This 
would follow from the cofinality theorem X1.9.2 of [l] if all NAi were fibrant: L is left 
cofinal [l, Definition X1.9.11 since for all objects i of I, the category L/i has a final 
object. 
Notice that the maps in Hom(A, B) from F to G (here A and B are functors from Z to 
%‘dF-, and F and G are maps from A to B) may be identified with families 
{pi : Fi + Gi in B(i)A’i’}isob, (thus for i E obl and a E obA(i), 4i:0 is a map in B(i) 
from Fi(a) to Gi(a)) such that for all y : i -+ i’ in Z and all objects a of A(i) 
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Also notice that a map 4 : F + G of functors 59 + %?” and a map $ : H + K of functors 
%?’ --, %“I yield a commutative square of maps of functors $9 + %“: 
HFAKF 
I Hd 
HGA 
I K4 (5) 
KG 
Finally, notice that (5) generalizes to the case where F, G, H, and K are maps of 
functors I + %?&Y: A map 4 : F + G in Hom(A, B) and a map $ : H + K in 
Horn@, C) yield a commutative square in Hom(A, C), 
HF& KF 
I H4 I KdJ 
HGAKG 
(6) 
where (+:F)i,a =$i:F,(a) and (H4)iia = Hi(4i;a) for i E ob I and u E ob A(i). 
Recall from (1) the map L, : J/ ---f I/L. Fix a functor M : J -+ I and a map 
4 : L -+ M. There is then a map in Hom(J/,I/M): 
&:I/I$~L*-+M*. (7) 
Given an object j of J and an object j, + j of J/j the map ~*j:j,,j in I/Mj from 
J/4joL*j(j, -+ j) = Lj, + Lj%Mj to M,j( j, + j) = Mj, -+ Mj is given by 
Lj &%,Mjo. We derive some properties of 4,. 
Given a functor S : I -+ K, we have S$J : SL + SM and, by (7), 
(S4), : K/W oWh,c -WW,, 
i.e., by (2), 
(S4), : K/W o &I. o L, -+ Li o M,, 
i.e., by (.5), 
(S~),:S*M~~/~~L*-,S*M~M*. 
In fact, 
W), = s*‘d*. 
Further, if S :K -+ J then & : LS + MS and, by (7), 
(4sL : ~I~s~(W, + (MS), 9 
i.e., by (2), 
(4s)* : IIds o L,s o S, -+ M,s o S,. 
(8) 
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In fact, 
(4s)* = 4,s:s.. 
Finally, if S : J + I and $ : M + S then $4 : L + S and 
(C@)* : ~lw#4°L* + s*. 
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(9) 
In fact. 
Theorem 1. Let L : J + I and A : I --f %‘dY be functors, the former between 
small categories. Jf L has a right adjoint then L* : Holim A -+ Holim(AL) has a left 
adjoint. 
Corollary. Let L : J -+ I and A : I + GJ?SZJ’J~ be functors, the former between small 
categories. If L has a right adjoint then NL* : N Holim A -+ N Holim(AL) is 
a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Given a diagram j&i&j of small categories and functors, there is a bijec- 
tion between isomorphisms K : i(A., .) --t j(. ,p .) and pairs (a : ip -+ Ii, b : lj -+ ~2) 
satisfying a10 lb = ln and pa0 b, = 1,. See Section 6 of [2] for the definition of the 
map K ~(a, 6). That this map is a bijection is clear. 
Fix a right adjoint R of L, and maps a : LR --t 1, and b : 1, + RL as above. Let 
R’ = Holim Aa 0 R* : Holim (AL) + Holim A. We show that R’ is left adjoint to L*. 
Recall the map a, : Z/a 0 (LR), + 1 of (7). For any object z of Holim A, Fig. 1 shows 
that ah:= aa, is a map in Holim A from R’L*(a) to CI: 
In Fig. 1 (i) commutes by the definitions of L* and R’ and by (2), and (ii) commutes 
by (5). 
Fig. 1 
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We show that a’ is natural: Fix 4 : a -+ sl’ in HolimA. Apply (6) to 
a, : Z/a(LR), -+ 1 in Hom(l/,I/) and 4 : a -+ CL’ in Hom(l/, A) to conclude that 
x’a* o dQ,a(LR)* = 4Oaa,, 
i.e.. 
a’29 o (P:,,o(LR)* = cj 0 a;. (11) 
Now R’L”(4) = (Au)c#I~~;(~~), and (4) implies that (Au)~,,, = c$:~,,. Thus, (11) shows 
that a’ is natural. 
Now recall the map b, : J/b + (RL), of (7). For any object b of Holim(AL), 
Fig. 2 shows that bb: = (AaLo/3RL)b, is a map in Holim (AL) from /I to L*R’(/l): 
In Fig. 2 (i) commutes by the definitions of L* by R’ and by (2), (ii) commutes by (5) 
and (iii) commutes since uLo Lb = 1,. 
We show that b’ is natural: Fix q : fi --, /3’ in Holim(AL). Apply (6) to the maps 
b, : J/b + (RL), in Hom(J/, J/RL) and $RL: : PRL --+ ,13)RL in Hom(J/RL, ALRL) to 
conclude that 
therefore, 
i.e., 
bb,~(AaL)$RLcJ,,, = L*R’($)obb. (12) 
Now AaL 0 ALb = 1 and (4) implies that (ALb)$ = t,hRLi J,b. Thus (12) shows that b’ is 
natural. 
(RL); XI-. 
J/RL 
1 
(iii) 
Jib 
(ii) 
ALb 
‘I/ 
1 
J/ 
P -AL 
Fig. 2. 
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We now show that a;, 0 R’b’ = 1: Fix p E ob Holim(AL). Then, 
uX,~ = (R’b)a, = (Au~/I~oR,)u,, 
R’bb = R’((A~I_ o P&b*) = (Au o A"LR o fiRLR&R:R,. 
But (5) implies that AuLRo/IRLR = /jRo J/Ru, thus, 
&~l,~R’bb = (Aa"PR) (&.a, o(J/Ra)(b,R:R,) 
= cAu o flR) (@a), o J/R@hd,) (by (8) and (9)) 
=(Aa”B~)(Raob~)* =(A~'PR)~R, (by(lO)) 
= 1 R'b (SinCC R’fi = (AU 0 PR 0 R,). 
We conclude the proof by showing that L*u’o bi* = lL*. Fix c( E ob Holim A. Then, 
L*u:, = L*(au*) = c(L,U*L,;L,, 
b;., = (A%’ (L*a)m)b, = (A&’ (k L,)db* 
= (Au L’ ~LRLoL,RL)b, =(~L'I/aL'L*RL)b* (by (5)h 
therefore 
L*u’ b’ a0 ~*a = ~L(U,L;L,"(~/U~oL,RL)b,) 
= ~L((~L)~~/~LWM (by (8) and (9)) 
= a&,~Lb), = aLIL* (by (10)) 
= L*a, 1 (since L*a = CC~L,). 0 
1. Homotopy limits of diagrams of categories 
We now derive some naturality properties of Holim which will be needed in [4]: We 
will show that there is a functor Holim : Inv(%?&‘Y,D) + %&‘YDD, where D is any small 
zategory. For any category %?!, we define an embedding 
Inv(qD) -+ Inv(%7)D (13) 
1s follows. 
Write the usual isomorphism (%7D)‘A(%?r)D as (A&B) -(AA 6). Expli- 
:itly, A(d)(i) = A(i)(d) and &i = did. The embedding of (13) takes an object ZL%VD 
3f Inv(VD) to the object DL!+Inv(%?) of Inv(%?)D, where 2 = DL%%’ c Inv(%?). It 
:akes a map (J&I, AL&B: (I&VZD) -( J&%YD) of Inv(%YD) to the map 
L,qS),, : A’+g of Inv(V)D, where (L,c$),,~ is given by (L, c$~) : A(d) -+ B(d). Note 
i(d) = a(d) : I + W and $,, : (AL) A (d) = a(d)L + B(d), i.e, (L, 4) ,,* is indeed a map 
‘ram A(d) to g(d) in Inv(%?). 
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We define the functor Holim : Inv(VtdCYD) -+ VY&YD as the composition 
Inv(~C~~D)+Inv(V?~~)D H”‘imdb %7dYD, 
where the first map is the map of (13). Note that by definition (HolimA) (d) is just 
Holim(A(d)), and (L, $),d = (L, $d)*. 
We end this paper by describing a certain variation of Holim, which we call holim, 
and which is the one that is used in [4]: It is the composition 
Inv(%?&r) ‘“v(op)+ Inv(V,dY) noiim ,g&r a%&~_. 
Above, Inv(op) takes Z&%&Y to ZAV&Y~%%?S?Y and it takes (L,$) to 
(L,op4). 
Theorem 2. Let L : J + I and A : I + V&F he functoks, the former between small 
categories. If L has right adjoint then so does L* : holim A + holim(AL). 
Corollary. Let L : J + I and A : I + %‘dF be finctors, the ,former between small 
categories. !f L has a right adjoint then NL* : N holim A --+ N holim (AL) is a homotopl 
equivalence. 
Proof. The map L* (resp. R’) in the proof of Theorem 1 is equal to (L, l), = 
Holim(L, 1) (resp. (R, Aa), = Holim(R, Aa)). It follows that holim (L, 1) is now left 
adjoint to holim (R, Au). 0 
Finally, the functor holim : Inv (%7&YD) -+ %?&‘YD is defined as the composition 
where the first map is the one in (13). 
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